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Abstract: We describe an innovative high speed (HS)
and high definition (HD) color system to visualize
glottic activities. The system, called Advanced Larynx
Imager System (ALIS), is designed by DiagNova
Technologies, Wroclaw, Poland. ALIS features a laser
light source and allows the simultaneous capture of
visual and acoustic signals. Two capture regimes are
available; HS (up to 4000 fps) or HD (up to 1024x1024
pixels) at the standard rate of 25 fps. Such an
arrangement provides a quick and precise analysis of
vocal folds kinematics, including kymographic data
analysis.
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advantages of the HSDP technology, their analysis is
even quicker than of an LVS sequence.
Thanks to the mentioned continuous viewing option,
the user can choose when to record the most
interesting phonation parts. The captured sequence is
immediately previewed on the screen in parallel with
the real‐time view, allowing to assess the recordings'
quality and decide whether another registration is
needed without interrupting the exam's flow, as in LVS
exam.
Short sequences expose around 20 glottic cycles. An
analysis is straightforward, including the ability to
construct and to analyze kymographic images at once.
After marking the glottal axis, the software
automatically crops and rotates the image. Then the
kymographic sections can be constructed on the fly for
any point along the VF. Recordings of these brief
sequences can be done without the need to adjust the
scope.

I. INTRODUCTION
Currently, two optical methods, stroboscopy (LVS) and
high‐speed digital phonoscopy (HSDP) are used to
visualize and capture the kinematics of the glottis. [1‐
7]. HS offers a substantial advantage over the LVS by
capturing significantly more frames per second (fps).
Our system, called Advanced Larynx Imager System
(ALIS), was developed and is produced by DiagNova
Technologies, Wroclaw, Poland.
ALIS's significant advantages over the classical HS
systems include lower cost, elimination of
cumbersome post‐capture procedures to analyze the
visual sequences and eliminating capture time
limitations. By replacing the high‐intensity light source
with “cool” laser light, illumination of the oral cavity
during the endoscope's passing is achieved, and
visualization time restrictions are eliminated.
Our technological innovations introduce an entirely
different philosophy to HS systems. Our system
essentially acts as a traditional LVS, but with
substantial advantages over the LVS. It permits
uninterrupted viewing of the image in real‐time during
the entire exam (including recording) as in
conventional LVS, yet provides unprecedented
comfort to the patient and the examiner's ease of
operations.

Fig. 1 Short HS sequence: image after cropping and
rotating, resulting in a kymographic section.
The overall physical dimensions of ALIS is substantially
similar to a typical LVS box size. The entire system is
positioned on the mobile cart (Figure 2), comprising a
camera head, a camera module enclosing a computer,
a light source, a monitor, and double foot pedals.
The camera head with the integrated lens is well‐
balanced and only slightly longer than the standard
size, with weight not exceeding the typical HD system.
It is connected to a high‐performance optical fiber
cable connected to either a rigid or a flexible
laryngoscope. For the best results, a 10 mm or oval‐
shaped 12x8 mm rigid laryngoscope is recommended.
For conducting a flexible scope examination, we have
chosen a Fiegert Endotech 3,4 mm, flexible naso‐
pharyngo‐scope
(Fiegert‐Endotech
Deutschland,
78532 Tuttlingen, Germany).

Moreover, when using the ALIS system, the examiner
is no longer restricted to register one continuous
sequence. Obviously, when “Normal HSDP” mode is
selected, the examiner can register a sequence of
standard length with the help of the available real‐
time view, however, the mentioned real‐time viewing
is particularly useful with “QUICK HSDP” mode, in
which a couple of very short (less than 0.1 sec.)
sequences. Every such sequence contains a portion of
data analogous to an LVS sequence with a few to a
dozen or so glottal periods, and, thanks to the
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Fig. 3 A. Example HS video image taken with rigid
optics – Mild Reinke's edema

Fig. 2 Advanced Larynx Imager System
mounted on a typical medical trolley
Innovative Light Source
Our light system utilizes the laser technology of our
design. It is the first‐ever laser light source application
to such systems. Using laser eliminates most heat;
hence the system is more comfortable for the subject
to tolerate and eliminates recording time restrictions.
Moreover, our light source has inherent narrow band
characteristics (like NBI while not violating Olympus
NBI® systems). Hence, the conditions of blood vessels
on the captured frame can be observed. [3‐4, 8]
When recording at 3200 fps and specifically at 2400
fps, with 512x480 pixels, the images do not differ from
the typical LVS images concerning the visible details,
yet securing HS diagnostics. Fig. 3 A & B show images
of the vocal folds obtained at 2400 fps, 512x480 pixels.
A higher number of fps are possible at the cost of
reducing the field of view and resolution of images
(e.g., 320x288 pixels at 4000 fps).

Fig. 3 B. Example HS video image
taken with rigid optics showing glottic
approximation problem
The HS regime of ALIS operation allows capturing even
the kinematics of neo‐glottis in laryngectomized
patients (Figure 4).

Fig. 4 Example of HS video images of neo‐glottis
taken with rigid optics
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Not only HS camera
ALIS camera offers some other unique features. When
triggered by the foot pedal, it becomes an HD system.
with max. resolution of 1024x1024 pixels. It has
features comparable to NBI® (for Enhanced Vascular
Imaging: EVI) and an extremely fast shutter speed.
This secures superior image sharpness even in the
presence of unstable motion of the endoscope.

Fig. 6 Recording window as displayed on the
monitor by the software
The lightweight of the camera’s head and its precise
balancing in the examiner's hand allows for many
hours of working without stressing the wrist. The
optical system is controlled electronically for
autofocus with the option of manual focus.
Advanced Functions
Our ALIS system provides outstanding registration of
onset, offset of phonation, including measurements of
dysphonic episodes.
All recordings, regardless of their length, can be
analyzed automatically, including the following
features: symmetry of vibrations, vibratory phases,
open‐closed phases, visual measures of jitter, and
shimmer. This way, we can obtain from video
(particularly from kymography) data, which typically
are calculated from the acoustic analysis of voice
signals. [8]
The other innovative function of our camera is its
ability to estimate the actual measurements of the
visualized object with more precision accomplished
with electronically controlled lens focus. This
mechanism has limitations but significantly increases
diagnostic decisions and is entirely automatic.

Fig. 5 Example of HD video image taken
with rigid optics
Sequence recording and archiving
The camera comes with dedicated software. All
available modes (“HD,” “Quick HSDP,” “Normal HSDP”)
are handled in one common window (Figure 6) and
switched with a foot pedal. The modes can be used
arbitrarily, but the software suggests the default
sequence when the examination begins in the so‐
called ”reconnaissance mode” (HD), used for the initial
assessment of the larynx view, identification of
pathologies, and centering the image on the glottis.
Then, the High‐Speed mode (“Quick HSDP” or “Normal
HSDP”) can be chosen, in which only the central part
of the image, including the vocal folds is captured. The
main part of the window is occupied by the Real‐Time
View available in all modes. The remaining area
displays the list of recorded video sequences divided
into HD and HS sections.
Both the HS and HD sequencing is saved together with
sound, although synchronized playback of video and
audio is only possible in the HD mode. Data are
internally stored in a minimally processed format
(similar to RAW in photo cameras). This allows
processing the data later on an as‐needed basis.

Fig. 7 Example of the measurement of the visualized
object: a fingernail with a millimeter grid in the
background. Blue and green lines – length (L)
measurement, red line – area (S), and circumference
(L) measurement. Obtained values are shown in the
bottom left corner:
Length of the lines: blue L = 10.8 mm, green
L = 11.9 mm, red L = 32,4 mm, red area S = 92.5 mm2
Flexible Fiberoptic Applications
ALIS is, to our knowledge, the only system on the
market that accepts flexible fiberoptics (FFO) to be
connected to the HS camera. We use Fiegert Endotech
3,4 mm, flexible naso‐pharyngo‐scope (Fiegert‐
Endotech Deutschland, 78532 Tuttlingen, Germany).
The quality of the images taken with FFO is reduced
compared to images captured by the rigid scope.
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Conclusions
The ALIS by DiagNova Technologies, Wroclaw, Poland,
is, in our opinion, a revolutionary system in the
current market. It combines the unique arrangement
of traditional stroboscope (LVS) ideas with HS and can
be connected successfully to an FFO system rather
than to a rigid scope only. The operational ease and
many unique features allow effortless operations. At
the moment, the EU certified ALIS system is available
only on the European market. World distribution is in
progress.
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